
China’s chip shortage is so bad a woman was caught smuggling chips inside a fake
baby bump
Chinese customs officials arrested a woman last week for attempting to smuggle
hundreds of semiconductor chips into Zhuhai, China, from Macau under a fake
pregnancy bump.

Chinese cities ease Covid restrictions following nationwide protests
 Chinese cities accelerated the loosening of zero-Covid restrictions over the
weekend, building expectations that Beijing could ditch the pandemic policy that has
kept the country isolated for nearly three years and battered the economy.

For Chip Makers, the Flip From Shortage to Glut Intensifies
After sharp growth during Covid, semiconductor executives now are pausing hiring
and cutting costs amid high inventory levels

LATEST - INDUSTRY NEWS 

WHAT IS PCB ASSEMBLY?

A PCB assembly is the process of mounting and soldering electronic components on
a PCB (printed circuit board) made of CEM (composite epoxy material), and its result

is a PCBA (PCB assembly).

Industry standards
The PCB assembly process follows the IPC industry standards. The standard IPC-A-

610, for example, which specifies the PCB assembly operation quality is several
hundred pages detailing electronic components and parts, their assembly, soldering,

mounting technologies, critical defects, and acceptable deviations that allow
manufacturing a product in a specific IPC class.

 
Some key PCB assembly processes include:

 

SMT

THT

Inspection & Test

Conformal Coating

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/08/with-record-breaking-prices-heres-how-much-gas-might-cost-this-year.html
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https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/newsroom/news/financial-news-aug-2022.html#gs.a672vq
https://www.theregister.com/2022/08/19/uk_chip_company_sale_china/?utm_medium=share&utm_content=article&utm_source=linkedin
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/22/china-drought-causes-yangtze-river-to-dry-up-sparking-shortage-of-hydropower
https://elitees.com/importance-industry-4-0-ems-company/
https://9to5mac.com/2022/11/09/apple-chips-2/
https://www.howtogeek.com/838032/samsung-has-a-plan-to-end-the-chip-shortage/
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Coming after a year of events that weakened China’s status as a stable manufacturing center.
Apple accelerates plans to shift some of its production outside China.

Fears of deadly infection surge as China abandons zero-Covid policy.

The manufacturing industry contracted further in November, as firms witnessed their output
fall amid low demand and high costs


